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Let k/Q be. any finite normal extension and fix an order D of k invariant under 
the galois group G(k/Q). The ring class field K corresponding to D is normal over 
Q. We solve the problem of determining which full decomposable forms associated 
to the invertible ideals of D integrally represent a given positive integer m. First we 
establish a one-to-one correspondence between the improperly equivalent classes of 
such forms and the conjugacy classes of G(K/Q) which are contained in G(K/k). 
The solution is then seen to rest upon determining the Artin class in G(K/Q) of the 
unramified primes dividing m. This is accomplished by evaluating certain induced 
characters of G(K/Q) congruentially in terms of an associated integer linear 
recurrence sequence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Fix an order D which has discriminant A and lies in a quadratic field k. 
Let Q denote the group of proper classes of primitive binary quadratic forms 
of discriminant A or equivalently the group of strict ideal classes of the order 
D. The quotient ‘Z/5??’ gives a partition of 5%’ into genera which is classically 
described in terms of the Gauss-Dirichlet genus characters [5, p. 2421. 
Given a rational prime p satisfying prescribed genus invariants it is known 
that all the forms in some class(es) of the corresponding genus G integrally 
represent p, Gauss gave an algorithm using continued fractions (reduction 
theory) to distinguish which classes of forms within G integrally represent p. 
However, it is desirable to make this determination by purely congruential 
means. This paper gives such criteria in terms of integer sequences defined 
by linear recursion relations which need only be considered modulo p. 
We actually consider the more general problem of determining which full 
decomposable forms associated with the invertible ideals of a given invariant 
order D in a normal extension k/Q integrally represent a given positive 
rational integer. The solution ultimately depends upon the evaluation of 
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certain induced characters congruentially in terms of an associated linear 
recurrence sequence. This matter is treated first in a broader setting in 
Section 2 leading to an arithmetic determination of the Artin class in 
metabelian extensions. In Section 3 we give a survey of results on the 
representation theory for full decomposable forms much of which dates back 
to Dirichlet and Dedekind. The details of our solution concerning integral 
representation are given in Section 4 with a special treatment for quadratic 
forms in Section 5. 
2. ARITHMETICALLY EVALUATING MONOMIAL CHARACTERS 
INDUCED FROM NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let L/F be any finite normal extension of a number field F with G = 
G(L/F). Denote the ring of integers of F by FpF. Let x be a linear character of 
order s > 1 of a subgroup H a G and w  the character induced by x on G. If 
k is the subfield fixed by H, let K/k be the cyclic extension of degree s 
determined by x. Fix an integer p prime to s. We may choose an element u in 
H whose restriction 17 to K generates G(K/k) and which satisfies x(o) = <‘, 
where < = exp(2ni/s). Now select a complete set of coset representatives r, = 
, 2,..., r, for H in G. Let # be an F-prime which is unramified in L with 
Lin class ((L/F)/+ ) = c and 9 any prime in k lying above +Z with absolute 
norm N9 and of residue degree f = f(9 ( +Z ). For each r in G the Artin 
symbol ((K/k)/z(S)) determines an integer n(r) satisfying 
W 
( 1 
= @UT), 
v> 
0 <A(r) < s. (1) 
The function L is constant on the cosets of H in G. 
Let c’ denote that class of G consisting off powers of the elements of c. 
Note c!‘cH, and that t&)=0 iff> 1 for then Hnc=0. If g is any L- 
prime above 9 then from the properties of the Frobenius and Artin symbols 
the value 
where f is the character of G(K/k) induced by x. Thus by the choice of u 
and from (1) we have 
(2) 
We shall now attach to w  certain linear recurrence sequences arising from 
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Lagrange resolvents associated with the subextension K/k and its conjugates 
in L/k. For all but a finite determinable set of F-primes + which are 
unramified in L we will show that the value I in (2) is uniquely deter- 
mined by one such linear sequence considered modulo b. 
Choose an integral generator a for K/k and form the Lagrange resolvents 
01*“(u) = q(u) + {-“tp; ‘(ri(u)) + ’ * * 
+ p- lhJr,us- 1 -1 
I ti (zi(a)> (3) 
for v E Z and 1 < i < n. The following algebraic properties, some of which 
are well-known, are readily deduced from Galois theory [ 11, 24, 261. 
wi,u(uA(a)) = rUAgi,u(a) for any integer A. 
Each pi(v) = (w,,,(a))’ lies in k(t). 
The set {/Ii(v)]l<v<s, (v,s)=l, l<i<n) contains a 
complete set of conjugates over F in k(t) for any pi(V)* 
For fixed integers i and v, z,(w~,~(u)) = Wi,"e(U), where 
ri(<) = r with (e, S) = 1. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
For any x in K and integers v, /?, and j 
%,<+4,“<4Y> = (w,,,(4y’ * q&“jw. 
s-1 
If the trace Tr,, a = 0, then su = c w,,,(u). 
u=l 
(8) 
(9) 
We assert that the integral generator u for K/k in (3) may be chosen so 
that each of the Lagrange resolvents o,,“(U) for (v, s) = 1 and 1 < i < n are 
all non-zero. From (7) it is enough to show that each w,,,(u) with (v, s) = 1 
is non-zero. Furthermore we may assume that wi,i(a) # 0 and that 
Tr,, a = 0 [l, p. 351. Now set a, = (l/s) JJ”,:: (w,,,(u))’ for any r prime to 
s. Since each p in G(K(<)/K) permutes the o,,,(u), it follows from Galois 
theory that Us = TrKtIMx q for some 9 in K(r). Furthermore from (8) and (9) 
we have for any integer p 
smce w  I ,n( 1) = s or 0 accordingly as s ] A or s%A, respectively. 
Finally, put b = CL ,,(r,s)=I x,u, a linear expression in #(s) indeterminates 
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xr, and let r* satisfy rr* E 1 (mod s), 1 < r* < s for any (r, s) = 1. Then 
from (10) for each 1 < P < s, (v, s) = 1 we have 
Since at least one of the expressions w,,,,,(a) # 0 for each v prime to s in 
(11) (namely, the diagonal term r = v), it follows easily from linear algebra 
that one can find integers x, in k (even rational integers) so that the 
resolvents u,,,(b) in (11) are all non-zero and b generates K/k. 
Henceforth we shall assume that the integral generator a in (3) is always 
selected so each ~,,~,(a) # 0 for (v, s) = 1 and 1 < i< n. We note one 
additional property of the Lagrange resolvents. For a given i, 
G(ti(K(O>lk(t)) g is enerated by some element p whose restriction to si(K) is 
a power of riar,‘. The elements a,,,(v) = (oi,l,(U))r/wi,,,,(a) are fixed by p 
for any integer r prime to s; so 
each such c+Jv) lies in k(r). 
Now define linear sequences { Vgr} for (r, s) = 1 by 
(12) 
v, = I$/ = cf,,,p’: + CQy + **a + a,,,/3:: (m > o>, (13) 
where a,,, = ai,,@) and /Ii =/I&). It follows from (6) and (12) above that 
(V,} satisfies a linear recursion relation over @P of order dividing r@(s) with 
values in k(c) [27]. If kn F(r) = F then each w,,+(a) = 7~(o,,,(a)), where 7: 
in WWF(~)) g a rees with zi on k. So each term V,,, is a trace lying in F(t). 
If K/F is normal and splits at k then there is a subgroup T c G such that 
TC7 H is the subgroup fixing K in the Galois correspondence and TH = G 
[ 14, p. 89; 5, p. 1901. 
L - 1 
I I 
iK\ 
TnH 
/ \ 
M 
vk 
T H 
\ / 
F - G 
In the diagram above M is the field fixed by T. We may choose the coset 
representatives 5i = 1, z~,..., n r for H in G to lie in T and find an integral 
generator a for M/F which also generates K/k. Since each p in G(L(<)/M) 
permutes the Lagrange resolvents wi,” (a), the argument previously given 
ensures that a may be chosen so w,,,(a) # 0 for (v, s) = 1. With this choice 
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of a, it follows readily from (3) that each pi(v) in (6) is among {/?i(~)\ 
1 < v < s, (v, s) = 1). Then the sequence {V,} in (13) satisfies a recurrence 
of order dividing 4(s) over 0,. 
Before determining the values of the induced character IJI arithmetically in 
terms of the sequences {V,} defined by (13) we prove the following crucial 
lemma. 
LEMMA. Suppose /Z is an F-prime unramified in L and prime to s and 
each of the Lagrange resolvents in (3), and let 9 be any k-prime above+ of 
absolute norm N9 = q. For any z in G, 
(Oi,jt(u)Y ~ ~wq,l3(r;'r) 
wi,flq(a) 
mod r(9) in k(r) (1 < i < n), (14) 
where A is defined by (1). 
Proof From the usual transport of structure in normal extensions we 
first note that the Artin symbol 
for any 7 in G (1 & i < n). Thus from (3), (4) and the properties of the 
Frobenius map we have the following congruences mod r(9) in k(r). 
(w,,,(a))” = w~,~~(cz~) = cOi,nq(o’(T+)(a)) = <Uq’(r+)Wi,uq(a). 
Hence, (oi,r(u))q/wi,,,(a) = ~~q*(ri’r) mod r(5) in k(c) since ti is prime to 
Wi,u&). 
We now state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose+ is an F-prime unramtped in L with Artin class c 
in G and prime to s and each of the Lagrange resolvents in (3), and let 9 be 
any k-prime above # of absolute norm q = (N+r Express q = st -I- r with 
(r, s) = 1 and form the sequence { Vkr} as in (13). Then the term 
For all but a ftnite determinable set of such F-primes b this congruence 
uniquely determines the value I. 
Proof Noting that each ai,,/3: = (W,,,(a))q/W,,,q(a) in (13) we have V, = 
,YJ ((oi,,(a))q/wi,,,(a)). But by the lemma, for any r in G, 
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~l~~~~,(~))q/~i,,,(u)) = 2 (“4a(r~ IT) = C <uqncri) mod r(g). Hence it 
now that V, = C ((~~.~(a))~)/w~,~~(a)) = C <L1qA(Ti’ mod p, 
establishing (15). 
It remains to verify the final statement of the theorem. Since the number of 
reduced residue classes mod fi in k(l) is prime to q, the congruence am z 
c y7a.(ri) _ (2 (yw)q mod # has the unique solution I&C?) = C r@‘(*i) 
mod + for any fi prime to C < “‘(‘i). If the absolute norm ofb is sufficiently 
large we can be assured that the set of values assumed by w  are mutually 
incongruent modulo fi and prime to ir;. For such b the congruence (15) 
uniquely determines w(g). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Now let 2 be the set of all monomial characters of G = G&/F) induced 
from linear characters on normal subgroups of G. It follows from Theorem 1 
and the parenthetical note after (2) that for all but a finite determinable set 
of F-primes ;~t and for any w  in R, the value I is determined modulo j. 
For sych /Z the Artin class c is explicitly determined by the values I 
(w in Z) if R contains enough characters to distinguish the distinct 
conjugacy classes of G. Let J be the collection of all finite groups G for 
which R satisfies this last hypothesis. If G lies in &, let 9 be a minimal 
subset of Z which distinguishes the conjugacy classes of G. That M 
contains all metabelian groups readily follows from the next result which is 
essentially due to Shoda [ 171. 
THEOREM 2 (Shoda). Let G be a finite metabelian group and w any 
irreducible character of G. Then I+U is induced by a suitable linear character x 
of a normal subgroup H containing the commutator subgroup [G, G]. 
Shoda’s result is particularly helpful in that for metabelian G we may 
assume that each v in Y is irreducible and induced from a subgroup H with 
abelian factor G/H = G(k/F). This reduces the determination of the residue 
degree f = f(&Y ];r;) in Theorem 1 to a simple congruence in @, by classfield 
theory. 
We conclude this section with two examples illustrating the above remarks 
concerning the determination of the Artin class in metabelian extensions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F = Q and L = Q(0, &?i), where 0 satisfies 
x3 - 3x - 29 of discriminant -31. Then G = G(L/F) is S, and we may take 
<4a = {w}, where w  is the irreducible character of degree 2 and is induced by 
either nontrivial cubic character of the subgroup H which fixes k = 
Q(a). Taking 
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real and choosing the coset representative r2 to be the complex conjugation 
in L, we find the Lagrange resolvents 
and 
from (3) for a suitably chosen generator c for G&/k). With ,U = 1 we have 
29+3@ 
P1= 2 and 
29-3 V% 
P*= 2 
both satisfying the minimal polynomial x2 - 29x t 1, so the associated 
sequences P’k’ = Vk-’ = &” t /37 satisfy the recurrence Vm+* = 
29V,+, - V,. The first few terms are V,-, = 2, V, = 2, V, = 839, 
I’, = 24302, V4 = 7039 19,... . 
Let cr = {(l)}, c, = {(12), (13), (23)} and cj = {(123), (321)} designate 
the conjugacy classes of G and let (a/p) denote the usual Legendre symbol 
modulo p, Our determination of the Artin class for primes p # 3 or 3 1 less 
than 100 is tabulated below. 
Artin Values (mod p) 
class 
primes p = 3t f 1 of Artin class c 
Cl 2 1 47,69 
c2 -1 1 2,5,7, 19,41,59,97 
c3 -1 11,13,17,23,29,37,43,53,61,73,79,83,89 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F = Q and L = Q(\/(2 + fl)(3 + &). 
Here the Galois group G = G(L/F) is the quaternion group [5, lo] which we 
shall represent by the set {f 1, f i, kj, f R} subject to the relations i* = i’ = 
R*=-1; +=/=-&;;, $=;=-4, /i=i =-&,where ;,iandRfix 
the quadratic subfields Q(G), Q(fi) and Q( fi), respectively. The maps 
i, i and r& are explicitly given by the actions: 
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t’ : d/(2 + fl)(3 + fi)- d/(2 + J2)(3 - l/5), 
v-4 and & -6, 
2 . : d/(2 + qq(3 + 6) + 42 - \/2)(3 - Jq, 
fij-4 and fi+ fl, 
ft: de + a(3 + fi)- d(2 - qq(3 + fi), 
\/z-+-+7 and G-+-G. 
From the character table for G we may take .Y = (vr, v2, v3}, where the 
value of each v/i is given below. 
class Yl v2 v3 
1 2 1 1 
-1 -2 1 1 
f 6’ 0 1 -1 . (16) 
fi 0 -1 1 
*R 0 -1 -1 
We may assume that w1 is induced by a linear character of H= 
G(t/Q(t/z)) of order 4. Choosing the generator 
for L and the coset representative r2 of H in G equal to R, we obtain from 
(3) with u = i to generate H and p= 1 the following resolvents associated 
to ly;: 
ml.* l(U) = + (d/(2 t $)(3 + l/Q ‘F i j//(2 t fi)(3 - fi)), 
%.f ,(a) = 5 (42 - J/7)(3 t l/5> T i t/(2 - @)(3 - 6)). 
Thus p, = 6(1 + \/2>2 (\/z- i)“, & = 6(1 - fi)2 (fit i)‘, a,,, = a2,, = 1 
and dr,-r = (2 - \/2)/6, IX~,-~ = (2 + fi)/6, with both /?, and p2 satisfying 
the minimal polynomial x4 - 72x3 + 1 1,160x2 - 23,328x + 104,976. The 
corresponding sequences (13) attached to v/, are given by Vkl = &” t &’ 
ad vf,-& ((2 - fi)/6)/?? + ((2 + @)/6)&’ with values in Q(i), and 
satisfy the recurrence V,,, = 72V,,,+, - 11,16OV,+, t 23,3281/,+ I - 
lO4,976V,,, . 
The values of the linear characters v2 and w3 at the Artin class c of any 
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prime p # 2,3 are easily seen from (16) to be the Legendre symbols (2/p) 
and (3/p), respectively. Equivalently, one may take 2” and 3” for the 
sequences in (13) attached to v12 and I+Y~. The determination of the Artin 
class for primes p # 2,3 less than 100 are given below. 
Artin 
class 
Values (mod p) 
primes p = 4t f 1 of Artin class c 
1 2 1 1 23,71 
-1 -2 1 1 47,73,97 
f i 0 1 -1 7, 17, 31,41, 79, 89 
*’ -1 1 11, 13, 37, 59,61, 83 
Iti -1 -1 5, 19, 29,43, 53,67 
3. THE IDEAL CLASSES OF A GIVEN ORDER AND 
THEIR CORRESPONDING FORMS 
In this section we give a survey of the classical results of Dirichlet 
concerning the ideal classes of a given order [9]. 
Let k be any finite extension of degree n over Q and 0 its maximal order 
with Z-free basis { cui , w2 ,..., o,,} of discriminant 6. This basis is fixed 
throughout to give an orientation to the full modules in k. If M is a full 
module in k, a Z-free basis {yi, y2,..., y,} for M is said to be oriented if the 
transition matrix C = (cij) given by rj = 2 CuOi (1 <j < n) satisfies 
det C > 0. If N is any other full module in k with oriented Z-free basis, say, 
{v, 9 v2,..., ” 9 v } then the index [M : N] is the determinant of the transition 
matrix (d,) given by V~ = C d,y, (1 < j < n). Of course if M z~ N then 
[M : N] is just the index of N as a subgroup in M. 
Let D be a fixed order of k with fixed oriented basis {p,, ,u, ,...,p,} and 
conductor { of absolute norm Ni . It is known that [0 : D] 1 Nf 1 [0 : D]” 
and that D has discriminant d = d(D) = [ 0 : D12 . 6. Denote by 1, the group 
of fractional invertible D-ideals prime to P. Each such ideal A with oriented 
basis {a,, 01~ ,..., a,,} has norm N(A) = det(uii), where (aii) is the transition 
matrix defined by aj = C aupi (1 < j < n). The norm N(A) equals the usual 
absolute norm of the O-ideal A0 corresponding to A. To each ideal A in 1, 
and chaise of oriented basis {ai, a2,..., a,} there corresponds a full decom- 
posable form given by 
fh , x2 ,..., X”) = 
N(a,x, + s-e + a,~,,) 
N(A) ’ 
(17) 
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Ideals A’ and A in I, are equivalent if A = yA’ for some y in k with Ny > 0. 
The group of equivalence classes of such ideals is called the ring class group 
‘Z of the order D. In view of (17) it is clear that the forms corresponding to 
equivalent D-ideals A and A’ for any choice of oriented bases {a,, a*,..., a,,} 
and (a:, a;,..., a;}, respectively, for A and A’, are properly equivalent. 
[Recall that two forms are properly equivalent (improperly equivalent) if 
there is a unimodular substitution of variables of determinant +l (deter- 
minant f 1) which takes one form into the other.] The converse is true for 
quadratic fields k but not generally true for higher degree fields [3, p. 1401. 
The following criterion due to Dirichlet determines which positive integers 
prime top are integrally represented by such forms. 
THEOREM 3 (Dirichlet). A necessary and suficient condition for an 
integer m > 0 and prime to f to be integrally represented by the forms in the 
class corresponding to an ideal class C in Q is that m = N(A) for some 
integral D-ideal A belonging to C- ‘. 
Let $ denote the generalized Euler function for k and h the ordinary class 
number of k. Given any subset XC k put X+ = {y E X 1 Ny > O}. Denote the 
unit groups of the orders 0 and D by E and E,, respectively. The class 
group 5F has order h, given by 
+~.,cf, 
s 4’(f)’ where s= [E+ :EA] 
and 4’(p) is the number of reduced residue classes modulo p in D. The class 
number h, = ht equals h if k is totally complex or Ne = -1 for some unit e 
in 0; otherwise it equals 2h. 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION BY FORMS 
BELONGING TO INVARIANT ORDERS 
Throughout, k is now assumed to be a finite normal extension of degree n 
over Q with G, = G(k/Q) and D a fixed order of k invariant under G, 
oriented as before in Section 3. Under these assumptions we can establish a 
one-to-one correspondence between classes of properly equivalent forms and 
the orbits of the class group V under the action of the subgroup T of even 
permutations in G, (viewing G, as a transitive permutation group on the 
conjugates of a generator of k/Q.) 
THEOREM 4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between classes of 
properly equivalent integral forms associated to invertible D-ideals and the 
orbits of 57 under T. 
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Proof: If two ideal classes lie in the same orbit under T (call such classes 
properly conjugate) then we can find representative D-ideals A and A’ such 
that A’ = r(A) for some r in T. Choose an oriented basis {a, ,..., a,,} for A; 
then {?(a,),..., rfa,)} is an oriented basis for A’ since the transition matrix 
C = (cil) given by f(aJ = 2 cijai (1 < j & n) is of determinant + 1, the sgn of 
r. With this choice of bases it follows immediately from the properties of the 
norm map that the forms (17) corresponding to A and A’ are identical. Thus 
properly conjugate ideal classes yield the same class of forms. 
To establish the reverse correspondence suppose D-ideals A and A’ with 
oriented bases {a, ,..., a,} and {a; ,..., a’,) yield properly equivalent forms f 
and f’, respectively. The form f(x, ,..., x,) =f’(x; ,..., xh) for some 
unimodular substitution xi = C cijxj (1 < i < n) with det(c,) = +l. 
Hence N(a;x; + a.. + a’,x’,) = N(a; (C cvxj) + a.. + aL(C cnixj)) = 
N((Ca~ci,)~, + *** + (CC$CJX,J =N(a,x, + **a +(X,X,) . (N(A’)/N(A)). 
Since N(A’)/N(A) = Ny > 0 for some y in k (for instance, y = (2 ai ~~,)/a,), 
we have 
Wmx, + . ..+ya.X,)=N((Zlalc,,)X,+...+(r,ar,,)x.).(lg) 
Since polynomial rings are unique factorization domains, upon comparing 
linear factors in (19) we find that 
(~ajCi,)X,+~**+ (Z:a:q,)X,=S.r(ya,X,+...+‘la,x,) (20) 
for some r in G, and p in k with I?fi = 1. Then, comparing coefficients, we 
obtain 
so A’ is equivalent to z(A) since NQI . r(y)) > 0. It is easy to show by 
elementay linear algebra that ($a,),..., ?(a,)} is an oriented basis for t(A). 
Since (a, ,..., a,] is an oriented basis for A it follows that r is even. Hence, 
the ideal classes corresponding to A and A’ are properly conjugate. 
By slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 4 above to treat improper 
equivalence we obtain: 
THEOREM 5. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the classes of 
improperly equivalent integral forms associated to invertible D-ideals and the 
orbits of Q under G,. 
COROLLARY. Let p be any rational prime relative@ prime to the 
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conductor + with residue degree f in k/Q. There is a unique class of 
improperly equivalent forms which integrally represents /. 
The above corollary follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 5 
considering the action of G, on the prime ideals in Ia. 
Using classfield theory and the results of Section 2 we shall now find 
criteria to determine which class of improperly equivalent forms integrally 
represents such a prime power d From the composition of forms [8] that 
arises via the multiplication in ID it will then be possible to determine all 
classes of improperly equivalent forms which integrally represent a given 
integral D-ideal norm m prime to f. In view of Theorem 3, this amounts to 
finding the distinct representations m = N(A) with A = PT1 . . . P:’ a product 
of primes in D. 
The D-ideals belonging to the principal class in $7 correspond to O-ideals 
which comprise a congruence subgroup 9 = (a0 1 a E D+ and prime to /‘} 
of k defined modulo +‘. The classfield K, corresponding to 3 is the ring 
class-field of D. From the Artin reciprocity and the definition of equivalence 
of ideals in ID, it follows that G(K,/k) E Q. Furthermore, since D, and 
hence 9, is invariant under G,, we find that K, is normal over Q and that 
the action of G, on @ is just the conjugation by G = G(Ka/Q) on H = 
G(K,/k) 12; 13; 5, p. 2321. Let C,, C, ,..., C, denote the distinct conjugacy 
classes of G which consist of elements from H. By Theorem 3, these classes 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the classes of improperly equivalent 
integral forms. Let 3 be the set of all characters of G induced by the 
irreducible characters of H. A result of Springer [23] implies that for any 
character IJ/ of G, the restriction I& is a rational linear combination of the 
characters in Z. It easily follows from the character orthogonality relations 
that we may fix some minimal subset Y CR which distinguishes the 
classes C, , C, ,..., C,. Since H is abelian each character w  in 9 is induced 
from a linear character x of H. Thus to each w  in .Y there is a corresponding 
family of linear sequences ( Vkr} given by (13) which by Theorem 1 enable 
one to arithmetically determine the values yl(c’) modulo p for p unramilied in 
Kb with Artin class ((Ka/Q)/p) = c and residue degree f in k/Q. In this 
setting we state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 6. Let f(x,,..., x,) be any form in the class of improperly 
equivalent forms corresponding to the conjugacy class C-‘. For all but a 
Jnite determinable set of primes p, the form f (x, ,..., x,,) integrally represents 
# if and only if for each w in SC 
vy E (ly(c)y’ mod p. (22) 
(Here p’ is expressed as #= st + r with s equal to the order of the character 
x inducing I+) 
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ProoJ We first observe that if the Artin class ((KJQ)/p) = c and + is 
any k-prime lying above p with f = f (+I p) then the orbit of Q under G, 
containing ((J&/k)//) is precisely the class cf. The rest follows from 
classfield theory and the application of Theorems 1 and 3. 
The following examples exhibit the theory presented in this section for full 
decomposable forms. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let k = Q(m). The class group $9 for the forms of 
discriminant d = -23 is Z/32. The Hilbert classfield K, = k(O), where 
83--e-25=0, say, 
e= dy+ dKy and G(K,/Q)-S, [15]. 
The non-linear character v of G(K,/Q) distinguishes the two orbits of 0 
under G, and is induced by a non-trivial character of H = G(K,/k). By 
appropriately choosing u to generate G(K,/k) we find the resolvents 
and w2,,(e,3) = J 25 -2@ . 
Since /Ii(l) = (25 + @)/2 has minimal polynomial x2 - 25x + 1, the 
sequence Vk’ = Vk-’ =/I: +&’ satisfies the recurrence V,,, = 
25V,,,+, - V,. The first few terms are V,, = 2, I’, = 25, V, = 623, 
Y3 = 15550, V4 = 388127,... . A useful identity is V2, = Vi - 2. The results 
for primes < 100 are tabulated below. 
invariant 1 class in Q value V:+r primes p = 3t f 1 represented 
0 x2 + + 6y2 xy 2 23,59 
fl 2x2 f xy + 3y2 -1 2, 13,29,31,41,47, 71, 73 
EXAMPLE 2. Let k= Q(p), 
x3 - 11x2 
where p is the positive root of f(x) = 
- 14x - 1. The extension k/Q is of discriminant 6 = 163* with 
h = 4 and Q 1: Z, @ Z, for the maximal order [22]. It is shown in [22] that 
pr = p, p2 = -l/@ + 1) and p3 = -l/b2 + 1) are the distinct roots of f(x), 
and that p and p + 1 are independent fundamental units. Further the ideal 0 
and the conjugate ideals (5, p - l), (5, p + 2) and (5, p - 12) of norm 5 are 
representatives for Q. Since each permutation in G, = G(k/Q) is even we 
find T = G, so conjugate ideals are properly conjugate. The conjugates of 
p + 2 are p2 + 2 = p@ - 12) and p3 + 2 = @ - 1)/p, each satisfying the 
minimal polynomial x3 - 17x2 + 42.~ - 25. The Hilbert classfield K, is 
641/13/4-2 
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k(m dm). Since (p + 2) 0 = (5,~ + 2)2 and m. 
dm= (5p/@ - 1)) . &-?&? this follows easily from Kummer 
theory and Galois theory (see also [25]). 
Let x be the character of G(K,/k) which corresponds to the field 
k(m). The induced character v distinguishes the two orbits of Q under 
G, . Here, G = G&/Q) is A 4 and G, = A JK, where K is the Klein-4 group. 
With w,,,(\lpz/2) = m the sequence associated to w  is given by 
vi’ = @ + 2)” + @@ - 12))m + (@ - 1)/p)” (23) 
and satisfies the recursion V,,, + j = 17 V, + 2 - 42 V,,, + , + 25 V, with values in 
2. The first few terms are V0 = 3, V, = 17, Vz = 205, V3 = 2846 ,... . Our 
results for primes less than 250 are tabulated below. We have used the bases 
{ 1, p, p’} and (5, p - 1, -p + p’} respectively for the representative ideals 0 
and (5, p - 1) in computing the corresponding forms (17). These are 
fi(X, Y, z) = 2 + Y3 + 2 + 11x*y + 149x22 + lly2x - 14y2z + 174z*x - 
14z2y - 157xyz and f2(x, y, z) = 25x3 + 5y3 + 5z3 + 40x2y + 690x2z - 
33y’x + 55y’z + 3172*x - 7Oz*y - 259xyz, respectively. 
orbit 
invariant represen- value (mod p) 
(43 A21 tative form V t;‘- 1)/2 primes represented 
(W 0 f,(x, Y9 z> 3 163,241 
(1J) 5, 13, 17,23, 31,37,53 
(LO) (5,P-1) .fhY9Z) -1 59,61,127,157,191 
(03 1) 193,199,211,227 
EXAMPLE 3. Let k = Q(fl, fl). Here { 1, [, E, 6.s) is taken for a basis 
for the maximal order 0 with discriminant 6 = 3g2, where [ = (-1 + fl)/2 
and E = (3 + fl)/2 the fundamental unit of Q(G). The class group V is 
Z/22 [4] and the ideal A = ((1 + fl)/2, 1 - [‘) with oriented basis 
(332 + L (1 + fl)/2, cc1 + @)/2] is a nonprinci al inte ral ideal of 
least norm, namely, 3. The Hilbert class field K, is k( J+). This (-1 + 
can be argued directly or deduced from the fact that K, contains the Hilbert 
classfield of Q(m). (See [28, table, p. 1221.) In G = G(KdQ) the action 
0: d-1 + m/2+ 
d- (-1 + m),2 
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extending the conjugations fl-+ - fl and p-t - fl, together with 
the complex conjugation t in K ,,, generates G. The map cr* generates 
H = G(K,,‘k). 
The nontrivial character x of H induces a character ly of G which 
distinguishes the two orbits of @ under G,. In fact, w  = 4x on H. Choosing 
a=+. d/<-l + fly2 
to generate K,/k and letting r2 = r, rj = u, t., = ru represent the nontrivial 
cosets of H in G, we obtain the Lagrange resolvents 
~l,lW = w*,,(a) = d<-1 + m/2 
and 
W3,l@) = -%,I(4 = v- 
j/(-l + fly2 * 
The corresponding sequence is given by Vk’ = 2((-1 + 0)/2)“’ + 
2((-1 -C)/2)m and satisfies the recursion V,, z = -V,,,+ , + 3 V,,, over 2. 
The first few terms are V, = 4, V, = -2, V, = 14, 3 = -20 ,.... The forms 
corresponding to the ideals 0 and A aref,(x, y, z, W) = N(x + JJ~ + ZE + w&s) 
and fi(x, y, z, w) = (l/3) N(3x + (2 + C) y + (1 + fl) z/2 + 
(1 +fl) cw/2), respectively. Our results for primes less than 200 are given 
below. 
orbit 
invariant represen- 
1 tative form 
value (mod p) 
VI.1 
CR- 1)/Z primes represented 
0 0 fi(XT Y, z9 w> 4 43,103,139,157,181 
1 A fz(xv Y9 z, w) -4 3, 13,61,79, 127, 199 
5. INTEGRAL BINARY QUADRATIC FORMS 
In this section we give special consideration to the classical problem of 
representing primes by integral binary quadratic forms. Fix a quadratic field 
k of discriminant d and let 0 = (1, /?) denote the ring of integers of k where 
P = 4$/2 or (1 + &)/2 accordingly as d = 0 or 1 (mod 4). The arithmetic 
naturally is much simpler here than for fields of higher degree. Each order of 
k is invariant under G, = G(k/Q) and is of the form (l,J3) for some positive 
integer fwith corresponding discriminantf*d and conductorfl. Fix an order 
D of k with discriminant A. Classically, Gauss found that the set of classes 
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of properly equivalently forms is a group under composition of forms and 
isomorphic to the group !Z? of strict ideal classes of D (chiefly Theorem 4). 
Let KD denote the ring class field of D as in Section 4. Now it is known 
that the normal tower of extensions K,, 2 k 3 Q splits at k. (This fact is 
intimately connected with the properties of the Weil group and the 
ShafareviE-Weil theorem of class field theory [2] and is related to the values 
of the Artin root numbers in the functional equation for certain L-series 
[ 10, 121.) Thus we can find and fix an element r of order 2 in G(KJQ) 
which is just the conjugation @-+ - fi in k/Q. Since the product of two 
conjugate ideals in D is strictly principal, it follows from the usual transport 
of structure in normal extensions that 
rut-’ = 0-1 for any c in H = G(K,/k). (24) 
Consequently each subfield K corresponding to a character x of H is 
dihedral over Q. 
There is a canonical choice for a set of characters of G which are induced 
by characters of H and which distinguish the distinct conjugacy classes of G 
contained in H. We may express K,,/k as a compositum of disjoint cyclic 
extensions K,/k (1 < i < t) whose respective Galois groups G, = G(K,/k) are 
of order si with si+ , ] si (1 ( i < t) and fix generators ui for Gi (1 < i Q t). 
Setting {,, = exp(2rri/s,) consider the 2t - 1 characters of H given by 
Xi(a> = lz if u = JJ ofi (l<i<t) (25) 
and 
Xi,i+ I(u) = Xi(u) Xi+ I(u) (1 <i < t). (26) 
The set of characters of G induced by the linear characters in (25) and (26) 
are indexed similarly and act on u = n utf by 
Vi(u) = tt; t t,“l (l<i<t) (27) 
and 
yyr,[+ ,(a) = <$i+(S/Sl+l)Ai+l) + &;(~i+(s/si+l)Al+i) (1 < i < t). (28) 
PROPOSITION. The 2t - 1 characters given in (27) and (28) above 
distinguish the distinct conjugacy classes of G contained in H. 
ProoJ Since H is naturally isomorphic to @ Z/s,Z via the map n ui -I 
(A, 9 A, ,a.., A,), given any u = JJ 0, *i in H it is enough to show that the 
character values given in (27) and (28) determine u up to inverse. But vi 
determines the factor At up to sign provided ]li] < s/2. Then to remove the 
t - 1 choices of sign in (*ln, ,..., &) to find *(AI ,..., A,) consider the 
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characters vi,,+ i. It follows easily from the theory of congruences that the 
supplementary relations obtained from (28); viz, 
uniquely determine n o:i up to inverse. 
We now wish to mention some additional arithmetic properties possessed 
by the linear sequences attached to the characters w  of G induced from linear 
characters of H. But we first need to recall some of the arithmetic properties 
of certain linear recurrence sequences which generalize those of Lucas 
[ 19,201. Let L/F be any relative quadratic extension of a number field F. 
For any element a in L denote its conjugate over F by ~7. Let /I be any 
integer of L satisfying the polynomial x2 -TX + q over F of non-square 
discriminant A = r* - 4q. The linear sequences {F,} and {L,} defined in F 
by 
F J”-P 
n p-a’ L,=p”+p 
satisfy for any integer n > 0, the recursions 
F n+2 =rFn+,-qF,,, Ln+2=rL,,+l-@,. (31) 
In addition the following identities among others are given by Lucas. 
2Fll+nl = F,L, + L,F,,,, 2L,+, = L,L, i- AF,F,, (32) 
F2,, = FJ,, L,, = L; - 2q”. (33) 
Now define for any nonzero a #/I, /.? in L sequences {U,} and {V,,} in F by 
and their conjugate sequences {Cl,* } and { c } given by 
(35) 
It is easily seen that these sequences satisfy the same recursion relation (31) 
as {F,} and {L,} and that the identities 
2V,=(a+E)L,+(a-CT)@?-&F,,, (36) 
2V,*=(a+E)L,-(a-E)(P-/?)F, (37) 
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hold. If /I satisfies the minimal polynomial xm - a,-, x”-’ - . . . - a,x - a, 
over 2 then all the sequences discussed above satisfy the recursion. 
V n+m = a m-l v,+,-, + am-2v,+,-2 + a.. + a,v, (38) 
over Z. The periodicity properties of these sequences is well-documented 
in [27]. 
Returning to the situation at hand, fix a character x of H = G(K,/k) of 
order s > 1 and let K be the subfield attached to x. As previously noted, K/Q 
is dihedral, and further, by (24), splits at k. Thus, taking the coset represen- 
tative rr = r the fixed map appearing in (24), we may select an integral 
generator a for K/k so that r(a) = a each each of the Lagrange resolvents 
o,+,(a) # 0 for (v, s) = 1 and i= 1,2 in (3). From relation (24) we have 
o,,,(a) = u,,-“(a) for any V. Thus the sequence { Vkr} in (13) attached to 
the character 1/1 of G = G(K,/Q) induced by x has the form 
v!?l = cr = a,&> * Go,ol>>” + Cd-P) * co,(-P>>m (m 2 0). (39) 
From our discussion concerning split extensions on page 4, the sequence in 
(39) satisfies a linear recursion relation of order dividing 4(s) over Z. In 
addition, if /I,(U) # /Ii(+) and < & K this sequence is of the type described in 
(34) since then P,(U) and /I,(-+) are conjugate in the relative quadratic 
extension K(<)/K(< + l-i). In this event the sequence (39) satisfies 
(If;‘)* = (w,,,(a) * o,,&))r * I$-’ for in > 0. (40) 
To illustrate the results of this section we conclude with two additional 
examples concerning binary quadratic forms. With judicious use of the iden- 
tities 32-33, 36-38, we are able to reduce the number of computations in 
computing the fth term to depend logarithmically on t. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let k = Q(m). H ere the class group Q for the forms of 
discriminant A = -164 is Z/8Z. The generator 
y = d/(3 + fl)(l - ;) fi 
for the Hilbert class field K, is given by Cohn and Cooke in [6], where 
q=32+5@,th f d e un amental unit of Q(fl). The real part of y is 
so 
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also generates K,/k. The automorphism o induced by the actions f?+ 
(1 + ;)/e and i + - i generates G(K,/k). 
The character x of H = G(K,/k) determined by x(u) = & induces a 
character w  which distinguishes the five orbits of 4 under G,. Since & = 
(d/2)( 1 + c’) the Lagrange resolvent w,,,(8/4) = 6’/4 + G/48 - 8/4 + 
fil4e + e/4 + fil4e - e/4 + \r2/4e = file. Similarly, o,,~ = W, ,, = e 
and w~,~ = - fi/e so w,,~ . w,,-, = fland 
P*(*l>= ( 5 ‘;/“T)‘. 
Define a sequence { T,} by T,,, = ((5 + fl)/2)” + ((5 - fl)/2)” which 
satisfies the recursion relation T,,, + 2 = 5 T, + I + 4T,,, . It is simpler to express 
the sequences { Vk’} in terms of {T,,,}; namely, 
yl*l = 
m  
T  2m9 
v;-~=&-,, v;-‘=iT,,, V1*3=-1T2m+I. 
\/z VQ 
(41) 
The first few terms of T,,, are To = 2, T, = 5, T, = 33, Tj = 185, T4 = 
1057,... . We have the additional identity T2,,, = Tf, + (-l)m+’ + 22”+ ’ from 
(33). The results for primes ( 100 are given below. The symbol (7) denotes 
the usual Legendre symbol. 
invariant I class in %Y value C%‘& 1d 
primes p = 8t f r 
represented 
0 xz+41y2 2 &-I,,, = 2) 41 
4 2x2+2xy+21y2 -2 tTc,-I,,, = -2) 61 
*2 5x2 zt 4xy + 9y’ 0 tT,,- It,‘, = 0) 5,37, 73 
*l 3x2 f 2xy+ 14y2 3, 19,47,7 1,79 
*3 6x2k2xy+7y2 - \/T (Tcp+,j,4=-2) 7, 11,67 
EXAMPLE 5. Let k = Q/p). The class group Q for the forms of 
discriminant A = -47 is Z/52. Here we make use of Hassi’s classic 
construction [ 151 of the Hilbert classtield K,. With 
?= ‘+6 md 2 
47-55+---5+fi 
2 2 
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it follows from Hasse’s construction that 
generates K,/k, where 
CO= 
9353 + 4225 \/s 715 + 325 \/s 
4 - 4 dm. 
The action v-t & w  induces an automorphism u which generates H = 
G(K,/k). The character x of H determined by setting x(o) = & induces a 
character I,U on G(K,/Q), which distinguishes the three orbits of Q under Go. 
A straightforward computation of the Lagrange resolvent gives 
W,JP) = UG q-1(@ = wz oil = - w/q0 and 0i,-~(0) = 
vo/v SO wi,i(8) . w,+-,(8) = -1 and /3,(l) = W, ,f?,(-1) = -l/w. Thus 
with the aid of (40) we find Vki =p,(l)” +/3i(-1)” = -Vi-‘, Vk’= 
-hop,” - ~osiop,(-l)m, and Vk-’ = -~,/3,(1)” - r70/3,(-1)“, where q. = 
-1ltlo. The minimal polynomials for w  over Q(G) and Q are 
x2 - (9353 + 42256)x/2 - 1 and x4 -9353x3 -443631x* + 9353x + 1, 
respectively, so each of these sequences satisfies the recurrences 
V 
9353 + 4225 fi 
WI+*= 
v 
2 m+1+ vl?t, 
(42) 
V ~~~=9353V,,,~~+443631V~+~-9353V~~,-V,,,. (43) 
In addition, the sequence L, = Vi’ satisfies L,, = Lk - 2(-l)m from (33) 
and since Vi” = V!,-’ we also have from (36) and (37) that 
2vi*L -(ro + rfo) L, f (-‘10 + rfo)(w + 4’~) F,’ (44) 
or equivalently, 
2p*2=- 47-56 m 2 
L,~15275 (ll+;@)Fm, 
where F, = (p,( 1)” - p,(-l)“)/(/?,( 1) - /Ii(- The first few terms of (L,} 
and {F;,} are 
L,=2, F, = 0, 
L, = (9353 + 4224 \/Jj/2, F,= 1, 
L, = (88,365, 871 + (9353)(4224) \/5)/2, 
F, =L,, 
L, = (88,809,499)(9353) + (87,922,441)(4225) fi)/2, 
F, = (88,365,869 + (9353)(4225) fi)/2. 
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We note that setting Vir = (x, + ym \/5)/2 determines rational integer 
sequences {x,} and { y,} also satisfying (43). In fact, in view of the values 
Vi*’ tabulated below it is necessary only to consider the sequence {y,} 
modulo p if p > 2. Our results from primes < 100 are 
primes p = 5t + r 
invariant A class in SF value V:7r represented 
0 x2 - xy + 12y* 2 47,83 
*l 2x2 f xy + 6y2 
2 
2, 7,53,59, 61,89,97 
l 2 3x2 l xy + 4y* 
2 
3, 17,37, 71,79 
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